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DORWART STATEMENT RENDERS
G.I.RECRUITMENT CONDITIONAL
Dean Criticizes
Hershey Decree
The recent proposal of Lt. General Lewis B. Hershey, director
Brewsrer Perkins '65
of Selective Service, which might
have the effect of causing college
students to lose their draft deferment if they demonstrate in any
manner against campus interviews
with representatives of military
services "is unwise, unfair and
unlikely to survive examination in
the .courts," in the opinion of Dr.
Harold L, Dorwart, dean of the
College. Dean Dorwart is the
by David Green
The Peace Corps is widely but chief executive officer of the
incorrectly viewed as an extension College during the absence, due
of American foreign policy, ac- to illness, of President Albert
cording to Brewster Perkins '65 C. Jacobs.
"In. my opinion, General Hershey's
who will head the Peace Corps
recruiting drive at the College to proposal, if allowed to stand, would
be a disservice both to higher
be held December 4-6, 1967,Perkins claimed that the fact that education and to our military serthe Peace Corps is an independent vices," said Dorwart. "Certainly
entity, free from such organiza- it would introduce a new, artifitions as A.I.D., allows it consid- cial and harmful ingredient into
erable freedom from political in- academic life.
"Placement interviews with r e volvement. In order to preserve
its integrity, the Peace Corps will presentatives of business, indusnot recruit any individual who has try, graduate and professional
served in the Central Intelligence schools, government and our
Agency or any branch of military military services have been for
years an. important part of the
intelligence.
Although all members of the career planning of the college stuPeace Corps are required to take dent," he said. "This program,
the loyalty oath demanded of all must not be interfered with,
"In these days, when the posfederal employees, Perkins stated
emphatically that no volunteer is sibility, or probability, of service
subjected to political indoctrina- to the war effort in some form is
tion of any sort as "they are not a matter of particular concern,
ambassadors of the United States." each undergraduate needs and
The Peace Corps must be invited should have the counsel of knowofficially by a foreign government ledgeable men whose experience
before it may enter that country. can help him most effectively in
As the Peace Corps would like to his planning.
"We all recognize that freedom
be apolitical, it is Willing to
help countries that do not support of expression, including the right
American ; foreign policy. How- to dissent inaresponsiblemanner,
ever, nations that are hostile to is basic on the college campus, as
the United States often are un- of course it should be universally
willing to invite the Peace Corps. in our democracy, "Dorwart added.
Indonesia expelled the Peace Corps "This was noted convincingly in
under the regime of President the 'Joint Statement on Rights and
Sukarno, as did Pakistan. Cey- Freedoms of Students/ approved
lon, which also banned the Peace in August, 1967, by the U. S. NaCorps, has now invited it to r e - tional Student Association, and in
:
October, 1967, by the. Council of
turn.
the American Association of UniWhile a Peace Corps volunteer versity Professors.
may freely discuss any" aspect of
"One section of the statement
American life including politics, he
cannot
publish
anti-American reads as follows: 'Students and
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)

Peace Corps'
Vaughn Plans
Recruitment

Acting in the capacity of chief executive of the College,
Dean Harold L. Dorwart last week issued two statements
scoring Selective Service Director Hershey's directive and
placing contingencies upon the campus visits of military
representatives. Dorwart's action came in response to TRIPOD editorials and student petitions condemning the Hershey decree and to general concern over its implications
to the civil rights of students.
Under the terms of Dorwart's statement issued last tuesday to all students, before appearing on campus a military
representative must agree that "the names of students
involved in ANY (our capitalization) demonstrations will
not be reported by him to the Selective Service authorities"
and that demonstrations in which violence is neither actual
nor threatened "will not constitute interference of his duties."
Should a military representative feel "unable to make this
agreement, he will be asked to defer his visit."
Hershey's October 24 directive to local draft boards
stated that those interfering with the functioning of the
Selective Service System shall be subject to re-classification as 1-A and immediate induction. In requiring that
representatives agree
tmilitary
not to report names of students in any form of demonstration against the draft, the
College
administration
has
effectively nullified the Hershey directive on campus.
"Bitterness, or maybe despair"
In light of the College policy
statement
on recruiters, a were the words used to characreferendum to determine stu- terize the mood of the Senate
Dialogue Committee by one memdent feeling on campus military
ber shortly before its meeting'
recruitment has been cancelled.
with members of the Board of
Kevin 8. Anderson '70 and
Trustees last Monday night. The
Steven II. Keeney . . ' 7 1 , who outcome of the meeting saw plans
for the establishment
initiated the petition and refer- set u p
endum, felt that the Dorwart of a. student-faeulty-administration-trustees
committee to
statement has made the refer- consider the broad problem of
endum
superfluous.
Circul- "where Trinity is headed."
ation of the petition, however,
The central issue, that of the
will continue.
proposed Senior Social Center,
was left undecided largely due
(Continued on Page 3)
to the mixed response it receiv-

Dr. Harold L. Dorwart

Committee, Trustees
Probe College Future

Stroehel Views Problems
Of Future Psychologists
by Mork Weinstein
"Behavioral scientists have failed to keep pace •with the advances
of the technical sciences," claimed Dr. Charles Stroebel, speaking on the topic, PSYCHOLOGY
IN 1984 - WILL WE BE READY?
The director of Gengras Laboratories at the Institute of Living spoke at the Psi Chi Lecture

MILES VOTED SCHOLAR-ATHLETE
Keith M. Miles, 'G8, of Onaucock, Virginia, varsity quarterback and sprinter, will, be one of
13 college football stars to r e ceive the "Scholar-Athlete Award"
of the National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame at the organization's 10th annual Awards Dinner
December 5 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York. : ::
Professor Karl Kurth, director of
Athletics and Physical Education,
disclosed Miles's selection at the
Fall Sports Dinner In Freshman
Hall last night.
Miles was selected on the basis
of his classroom proficiency, his
contributions to the College as
president of the Student Senate,
his leadership in publication of
the "Evaluation of Undergraduate
Courses in Trinity College" and
the "Social Evaluation," and his
(Continued on Page 8)

in Wean Lounge Tuesday
ing.

even-

Stroebel noted that future behavioral scientists will be faced
with a double, problem: public
readiness for the products of the
behavioral sciences and the ability of behavioral scientists to help
society.
Test tube babies,
according
to Stroebel,
may prove to be
very useful to future behavioral
scientists. Test tube babies, he
explained, will enable scientists
to control genetics. Thus, he
noted, researchers will be able
to study the effects of environment on a child's development.
The creation of test tube babies
has both positive and negative
aspects, said Stroebel. The idea
of man-made children, he noted,
is contrary to all Western beliefs. People, he predicted, would
lose their singularity if the production of test tube babies became widespread. However, the
existence of many people with the
same genetic make-up would mean
that, if an org-an transplant operation had to be performed, there
would be a large number of potential donors.
The proposed national data batik
in Washington might put a strain
on individual integrity, asserted
Stroebel. "It will be the responsibility of psychologists,"' said
Stroebel, "to prevent the government from brainwashing or black mailing individuals."

ed on campus. Discussions of the
problem of parietal hours and
the possibility of allowing: drinkring in College lounges were limited by what the Trustees termed
the College's "responsibility to
the Hartford community" , and
legal issues.
Asked about the present situation with regard to the Senior
Center, Committee member Stewart Edelman '68 cited two
problems — "money and time.
We are no longer facing
an
either/or
proposition, that is,.
EITHER the gymnasium OH the
center," he explained. "The athletic complex is going up. And
so finding money is, still, the
major obstacle," Edelman went
on to say that the Committee,
after talking with several faculty members and many students, had
seen even more clearly than
before that the Senior Center must
be regarded as a first step, a
start, It must be part of something: larger — "a vision, a philosophy that takes into account
where the College IS going and
where it SHOULD be going."
The attitude of Trustees, the
Committee felt, had been encouraging. No one had contested the
need for long-range planning. "But .
the problem," in the words of
Committee member Carl Luty'67,
"is that long-range planning means
a modification of the fraternity
system. And no one seems to
want to face that fact, The 'My
house is sacred—Do Not Touch'
attitude persists--among both
students and alumni. And until
that attitude changes, until the
rigid self-interest goes,
the
chances for meaningful planning
are pretty small." Luty noted
that while most criticism of the
Senior Center had been
very,
helpful, it had been, characterized
by "the old defensiveness."
The problem, as the Committee
members see it, is that any significant improvement in the social
situation of the College cannot be
brought about without fundamentally altering the structure of the
fraternity system. Negative r e sponse to its recent proposal, th.e
Social Center, came chiefly from
the fraternities.
One member
of the Committee saw this r e sponse as not only defensive but
"paranoid." Fraternities, according to the same member, represent a closed society within the.'
College community.
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Dorw/art Forbids Reporting
Of Anti-Draft Demonstrators

ftrimfy
EDITORIAL SECTION
NOVEMBER 2 8 , 1967

Bucking the System
We applaud Dean Dorwart's statement of College policy in
reference to bn-campus military representatives. While the emphasis of the statement is on the continuity of placement services,
the effect is clear—a renouncement of Hershey's statement on
both legal and moral grounds and a conditional permission for
military recruiters to continue their privilege of campus recruitment.
Dorwart's statement gives the College one of the strongest
campus stands against the injustice of the military monolith and
demonstrates the willingness of the administration to score
action which it considers unprincipled and of potential danger
to the college community.
While the argument "It's not likely to happen here" was voiced
and adopted by many as the rationale. for opposing a college,
policy statement on the military recruiter issue, the administration wisely gave full consideration to the principle as well
as the likelihood of student reaction of the Hershey dictunr.
The. immediacy of the danger of the Hershey directive is illuminated in the adjacent; columns-a local Oklahoma draft board,
excercising a predictable lack of discretion but empowered by
Hershey, has rescinded (a student's "national interest" 1I-S
deferment on the basis of his membership in.SDS. The question
which now remains: Will the Lieutenant General surpass Joe
McCarthy in his fascistic ardour? Columnist William Buckley's
call for "cool Republicans" to react against the Hershey statement is hardly enough. The 74-year-old militant dissent defrauder's resignation should be vigorously demanded and obtained.
While the Hershey statement stands, it is essential that the
College scrupulously maintain the conditional status of military recruiters on campus. Should a military representative fail
to agree to the conditions of his privilege to visit campus, the
College must honor its commitment to defer his visit until the
conditions are met.. And should the military report names of students: involved;.in,: ANY demonstrations, the extended courtesy
of military recruitment. on: campus 'should . be.;,:Siispeuc!ed,.-..
We urge students to consider the significant implications of
the Dorwart statement in weighing demonstrative action against
the military. With the Dean's statement of college policy denouncing the principles of the Hershey directive and effectively
nullifying its enforcement on campus, protesting students should
feel, even more obligated to maintain the integrity of their method
of demonstration.

To War or Not
Tomorrow and Thursday the New England Universities Vietnam Referendum will proceed in Mather Hall. The referendum
is non-partisan and we emphasize our interest in obtaining representative results, not. the uneven support of a particular point
of view.
.
• . . ' • • .
Students, faculty, .administration and staff of tlio College
are all urged to'participate. The test scores will be electronically computed and both a college breakdown and the mass results should be available a week after the voting.
We urge full participation : in the referendum. Results of the,.
non-partisan questionnaire will he not only interesting but/of
potential political significance.
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the permission to visit our campus that was extended to military
representatives many months ago
From: Harold L. Dorwart, Dean be withheld until the proposal is
withdrawn, or its terms are clariof the College .
fied, or its legality decided in the
courts. I, personally, entertain
Date: November 21, 1967
serious doubts regarding the legality of the Hershey proposal, I do
For approximately twenty years, not believe, however, that this is
Trinity College has maintained a the time to curtail our placement
placement service. The main pur- schedule at Trinity. This would
pose of this service has been to reduce the very freedom of the
provide undergraduates with infor- individual which we are seeking to
mation concerning opportunities preserve.
for graduate study and for employTherefore, as chief executive
ment. The service rendered by the officer of the College during the
Placement Office has always been convalescence of , President Jadeeply appreciated by Trinity un- cobs, I shall take no action to susdergraduates, and there has never pend the long-standing policy of
been any suggestion that this ser- the College which permits reprevice be discontinued.
.:
sentatives1 of education, business,
In addition to representatives of industry, civil service, governgraduate schools^ business, in- ment, and of our military organdustry, civil service, and various izations to visit the Trinity camgovernment departments and agen- pus for the purpose of conducting
cies, the College has also extended interviews with students.
the courtesy of campus visits to
Student discussion has raised anrepresentatives of the various other issue: should not a student
branches of the military services. have the right to peaceful and digThis has been done in order to pro- nfied dissent without fear of retalvide students "With accurate and iation by the Selective Service Sysup-to-date information concerning tem? I believe that there is a very
military careers and the differ- simple solution to this problem.
ent programs under -which one's When a representative of a milimilitary obligation may be ful- tary organization arrives on the
filled.
\'..
Trinity campus he will be asked
During the past year the visits by the Director of Placement and
of military representatives have the .Dean of Students if he agrees
become a subject for discussion that a NON-INTERFERING DEMamong a relatively small group of ONSTRATION will not constitute
students. More recently, on Oct- interference with his duties, and
ober 23, Lt. General Lewis B. the names of students involved in
Hershey, Selective Service Director, sent a letter to members of anY demonstration will not be r e the Selective Service System in ported by him to the Selective Serwhich he is reported to have stated vice authorities. For this purthat men with Selective Service de- pose, a non-interfering demonferments who interferevwith mili- stration is to be defined by the
tary recruting should be denied College as one in which violence
deferment "in the national in- is neither actual nor threatened,
terest." The wisdom and legality and one that will not create an
of this proposal have been chal- environment unsuitable for the
lenged by many individuals and or- conduct of the representative's
ganizations. Many coliege stu- interviews. If the military r e dents and faculty members have presentative feels unable to make
indicated their concern that the this agreement, he will be asked
proposal would violate consti- to defer his visit.
tutional rights of free speech and
The College will, of course, conassembly as guaranteed by the tinue to assure its students free
First Amendment.
access to interviewing tables. Any
Certain members of the Trin- member of the College who by his
ity community have suggested that actions deprives another member
because of the Hershey proposal, of this freedom will be considerMemorandum to: Students and
Faculty of Trinity College

Hershey's Note Provokes
Student9s Reclassification
General Lewis B. Hershey's re- on we intend to live up to the
cent statement, to the effect that letter of the law.
anyone interfering; in any way with
"It follows that illegal activity
the draft would be immediately that interferes with recruiting or
reclassified 1-A was apparently no causes refusal of duty in the milidle threat.
itary could not be construed as
And the Tulsa, Oklahoma draft being in the national interest."
board has taken Hershey's direcRatliff said that, although he has
tive a step further in reclass- participated,in demonstrations, he
ifying University of Oklahoma has "never been arrested for anyfreshman John: Ratliff• from' 2-S thing other than a speeding ticket."
to 1-A because of his member- He is appealing the 1-A classship in SDS.
'
ification, and ACLU and ECLC have
Ratliff,, a member of SDS for both expressed an interest in his
two years, received notice of his case.
reclassilication on November 2.
He filed an appeal on November
12,
Lt. Col. Charles Humphrey,
manpower specialist at the Oklahoma State. Selective Service
headquarters, admitted that RatMarines
liff s reclassification was due to
A
Marine
Corps officer will be
' his' anti-War activities. "You're
/aware of'General Hersheysstate- on campus at Mather Hall Novment.,.," he -told an Oklahoma ember 29 and 30 from 10-2 p.m.
City Times reporter, "He said be- to explain the various Marine
cause of their activities maybe Corps commissioning programs.
they shouldn't be deferred and
maybe we should look at it. So
Allen Place
that's what the boards are doing."
ALLEN PLACE is now a one
Hershey's statement, issued to way street, going west, between
all local boards soon after the Afieck and Summit Streets. One
October 21 march in Washington, way traffic is in effect Monday
said, "The selective service laws through Saturday. The move was
provide penalties for any person made by Hartford traffic ofwho shall knowingly interfere or ficials to eo-cooperate with the
attempt to do so in any way by- College during the construction of
f
or violence. And from now the high-rise dorm.

ed for disciplinary action,
I have great faith in Trinity
students.
I believe they are
mature individuals, reasonable,
and interested in fair play. I
believe that they -will agree that
we must search carefully for
rational and thoughtful solutions
to our problems and it is my belief that the plan proposed in this •
letter will constitute such a solution.

Peace Corps. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
articles in the country in which
he is working. lie is free, however', to have his opinions published
in the United States.
Perkins Insisted that a Peace
Corps worker Is under no supervision from his superiors as to
what he says to the people
with whom he works. He points
out that the political philosophies
of the. volunteers are such that they
are hardly willing' to expouse
a chauvinistic endorsement of
American policy, and that such an
attitude would probably hinder
the ability of the volunteers to
win the respect and cooperation of
the .native population.
In discussing the draft, Perkins
said that most individuals who have
completed their two years in the
Peace Corps feel that they should
be not only deferred but also exempt from military service because of the nature of their work
and the physical discomfort which
they have endured. He noted that
the French' Government exempts
individuals who work in their version, of the Peace Corps from,
military service. However, in the
United States, Peace Corps volunteers have been having their appeals
for deferment from military service rejected. Perkins, who has
been classified by Jack Vaughn,
Head of the Peace Corps, as vital
to the national service, is among
33 out of CO Peace Corps recruiters who are about to be inducted
into the military forces.
Perkins spoke of the "cultural
shock" which many volunteers experience after having worked for
about three months in a foreign
environment. Most
volunteers
come to the country in which they
have chosen to work with naive
altruism, expecting to eradicate
ignorance and poverty almost
singlehandedly. "They
realize
after ashorttlme," remarked Perkins, "that accomplishing only
a little is a 24-hour job."
The Peace Corps Director Jack
Vaughn will speak to interested
students on December 5, 1967,
in the Senate Room. It is requested that students make appointments If they wish to speak
to him.
At 8:00 p.m. on the evening of
December 4th, Perkins and fellow
recruiter Mary-Ann Tirone will
speak to-students in Wean Lounge.
A 35-minute Peace Corps Test
will be given in the Senate Room
on Wednesday, December 6th, at
11:00 a.m.

Campus Notes
Columbia Law
On Saturday, December 9 and.
Saturday, December 16, 1967, the
School of Law will sponsor a PreLaw Conference for undergraduate
upperclassmen. _ The conference
will be held at "the School of Law
on the northeast corner of 116th
Street and Amsterdam Avenue.
Those desiring to attend may obtain a Program and Reservation
Card from the Placement Office.
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LOOKING FOR MOTHERBALL
by Michael Seitchik
In the past few weeks, almost
every major weekly magazine has
had an article on what the press
has labeled the Sexual Revolution.
NEWSWEEK made the topic the
feature article in one issue. Such
articles point out the recent increase in nudity
in
films
(ULYSSES, MARAT./SADE, KING
OF HEARTS), four-letter words in
books, plays and movies (WHO'S
AVRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF and
the various Grove Press publications), and the increase in sexual references in the latest Rock
songs. No one can dispute the
fact that there has been a sudden
rise in references to sex. It is
important to point out, however,
that the revolution has been one of
quantity -- not quality. Americans
are talking more about sex,. but
we have not substantially changed
our behavior for the better.
The prime example of this change
in quantity but, not quality, is
PLAYBOY. Breasts and thighs
are displayed for everyone's
vicarious pleasure. Hefner por• trays girls as something to play
with and to throw away when used.
Sex is a game called Stud, and
the best player takes out the biggest breasted girl
in school,
drives her to an intimate foreign
restaurant in his TR-3, drinks

Interview...
(Continued from Page 1
student organizations should be
free to examine and to discuss all
questions of interest to them, and
to express opinions publicly and
privately. They should always be
free to support causes by orderly
means which do not disrupt the
regular and essential operation of
the institution. At the same time,
it should be made clear to the aca-:
demic and the larger community
that in their public expressions or
demonstrations studentsbr student
organizations speak only for themselves."'
Dorwart added that "there can
be no doubt that it is the function
of the college to see that freedom
of inquiry and expression, when
conducted in a responsible manner,
continues on the campus. General
Hershey's punitive proposal would
encroach upon that function.
"Hence, in. accordance with my
memorandum to students and
faculty, dated November 21, Trinity will continue as a part of our
long-standing policy to extend the
courtesy of campus visits to representatives of the military services,
provided that they agree that noninterfering demonstrations (as defined in that memorandum) will not
constitute interference with their
duties, and that the names of
students involved in,any demonstration will not be reported by
them to the Selective Service. If
the military representative feels
unable to make this agreement, he
will be asked to defer his visit.
The College will consider for disciplinary action any student who by
his actions deprives another of his
civil rights," Dorwart emphasized.
"While the student remains a student, the problem of his responsible conduct on the campus should
continue to be the concern of the
student and of the college, save
in the most exceptional circumstances."
The Dean quoted a recent statement by William F. Buckley, Jr.,
widely known as a spokesman for
the conservative viewpoint, in
which Buckley asserted thaf'astudent who is not in the Army ought
to be as free to engage in political
activity as if he were draft-free."
The statement, which was includfd in a column by Buckley printed
'"
the Hartford
TIMES, of
Tuesday, November 21, added that
jo approach the problem "by
threatening instant conscription is
-o fall into the faseistic temptation
which; President Harry Truman
flirted with 20 years ago when he
- P.r°POsed.to draft illegal strikers."

the best wine (sitting under a
LeRoy Newman oil) and has a
round bed. PLAYBOY tells the
Stud everything he needs to know
to make every girl he meets. If
the girl doesn't hop into bed after
seeing your stereo, get rid of
her -- she's un-American. Thus,
Hefner talks a lot about sex,
but it is all impersonal. The
feelings of the sex partner are
not taken into account.
Publications such as PLAYBOY
give people the false idea that
there is a radically new morality
in America. The fact is that
sex has still not been integrated
into one's personality so that
it is a spontaneous expression
of one's emotions. People still
abide by an impersonal set of
authoritarian rules
that
tell
people what is proper.
Once behavior not in accordance
with the Church's dogma or the
State's laws was a source of
guilt. Now behavior not in accordance with a "new liberal" authoritarianism is the source of guilt.
Commenting on the lack of any
substantial change in attitude,
John Wilson, author of LOGIC
AND SEXUAL MORALITY says
that the difference between the old
and the new authoritarianism is
"similar to that between a father.
who says, 'Be good-or you'll catch
it!' and the father who says,
'I don't want to force you, son,
but wouldn't you like to be a mature,
integrated personality and make
mother and me happy. WELL,
then!'" (p56)
The point is that people still
regard sex as something mysterious. Sexual intercourse can only
be thoroughly enjoyed when done
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Colloquium Hosts Debate
On Arab-Israeli Dispute

between married adults. As a reTaking opposing sides on the
sult, all other forms of sex, even
Arab-Israeli question, Visitingif no one is harmed or exploited,
Lecturer in Religion Rabbi Stanare done with deep feelings of
ley II. Kessler and Assistant P r o guilt and hesitation. People perfessor
of History H. McKim
form the acts -- they just don't
Steele, Jr. addressed the Religion
enjoy them as much as they could.
Department Colloquium last TuesAnything less than marital interday. According to both particicourse is thought to be meaningpants the differing facets of hisless, vulgar and corrupting. This
torical and humanitarian justice
is life saying that just because
were central to the problem.
Beethoven is the highest form of
To preface his remarks, Steele
musical enjoyment, , listening to
noted that the Arab side has been
the Monkees is a sin. meaninglittle heard in this country. He
less and corrupting. I am not say- said this was basically because the
ing that there is no difference beArabs do not have a Westernized
tween intercourse and simple lip way of life, are not a strong minkissing, but one shouldn't discrimority in the U.S., and do not
inate to the point where everything
"fit very easily into our normal
but intercourse is meaningful.
political spectrum " (that is, the
What is meaningful depends upon
right rejects the Arabs because of
any one particular situation. And
their intense nationalism, while
as long as no one is harmed or
the left does the same for fear
exploited (due to physical or mental
of appearing anti-Semitic). He
immaturity or disability), anything
added that there are two sides to
can be considered proper, as long every question, and that in this
as both parties give consent.
problem, one of them has been
Until there is this change in
neglected for too long.
attitude, the sexual revolution will
The historical approach of Steele
remain one of quantity. I look for- was summarized in his remark
ward to the day when there is the that the Israeli state was "creatchange in quality, for then people ed without consultation with the inwill open themselves up to others habitants of this area...and at the
and act spontaneously without any cost of a war." He noted that
hidden fears and feelings of guilt.
the Arabs were the ones ousted
People would act toward others in when the state was set up as the
a manner suited for their particul- result of British political manar relationship.. If one could treat euvering during World War I, while
others as individuals first, and as it was given strength by "a bad
teachers, students or dates second, Western conscience" following the
I feel that we would have a true second World War. The one-sidrevolution.
ed Western political leanings
For only when the barriers be- in this arra since then led
tween people are broken can one him to ask "Why should the Arabs
see that we are all in the same bag. pay for what the Europeans did
We are all looking for the answer to the Jews?"
In addition, Sleele stressed the
to life -- looking lor Motlierball.

need for an effective U.N. mediation and cooling-off period. "There
has not always been...a due r e gard for international law on the
Israeli side,'' he commented, and
felt that the question of the Palestine boundaries has taken on the
characteristics of another AlsaceLorraine. He pointed out the need
for immediate aid to Arab refugees, instead of using them as a
political bargaining tool.
Rabbi Kessler acknowledged the
injustices of the creation of the
state, but added that homelands
(including the U.S.) have always
been taken from somebody. Here,
at least, there are tremendous
historical and biblical traditions
involved. He commented that the
Israeli state is the only one
"which holds the same territory,
speaks
the same language,
and
has the same
faith
that it had 3000 years ago."
Kessler emphasized that Israel
has been forced into her positions
of war, that "it is a misuse of
the term aggression to so speak
of the actions of Israel." He
cited the recent blockade as tantamount to the declaration of hostilities (by U.N, convention.)
Steele then commented that the
self-conception of Israel as the
"advance sentinel for civilization
against barbarism" in Asia was
dangerous, as was the fusing of
church and state into a monolithic
block. And, he added, if it is
true that homelands have always
been conquered, that does not make
it right in these circumstances.
Kessler agreed, but stressed
that the Arabs left of their own
volition, and-that Israel had not
(Continued on Page 7)

Recruiters...
(Continued from Page 1)
Some confusion followed the
release of 4 the. Dean's initial
statement. Couched in elliptical
grammatical structure, the phrase
"any demonstration" was taken
by many to refer to "non-interfering demonstrations." Dorwart
later clarified "any" as all demonstrations, forceful or peaceful, but pointed out that demonstrations which impede the civil
rights of the military recruiter or
other students will meet with disciplinary action by the College.
The office of Placement and the
Dean of Students will clear military representatives to insure
their understanding of the terms
of their campus visit. In telephone conversations with several
local military recruitment offices.
Placement Director John F. Butler found the officers agreeable
to the new College policy. Butler
found that the attitude of the
military recruitment offices was
that they were not bound to the
Hershey directive. Dean of Students Roy Heath is expected to
explain the terms of College policy to the military recruiters who
will appear today in Mather Hall,
the first to visit campus since the
public release of the Hershey dictum.
Buckley went on to point out that
Truman's bill "was stopped dead in
Congress by a resolute conservative, Senator Robert Taft, who
earned favorable notice in John F.
Kennedy's 'Profiles in Courage'
for his cool constitutionality during
that period; of inflamed Democratism. Cool Republicans shouldnote
and' speak back to General Hershey." - '
Dorwart concluded that "I believe
it would be unwise if Trinity College were to permit the Hershey
statement to move us to take an
abrupt action (deferral of all placement interviews with representatives of the military),, which in
turn would interfere with the
constituional freedom of the individual' student to receive accurate and up-to-date information
which can be of great importance
to him."
, ' '.

WHY DID >£TNA AGREE
TO BOND EX-CONVICTS
IN A PIONEER
EXPERIMENT?
Men with prison records
generally have been considered poor employment
risks. Employers are chary
of assuming such a risk
without some kind of guarantee. In the past Insurance
companies have been reluctant to supply that- guarantee.

/Etna Life & Casualty decided that at last one insurance company should.
Today, in cooperation with
the Federal government and
civic leaders, pilot programs
are underway in two major
cities.
We undertook this revolutionary step of bonding "unbondables" to help people
with criminal records to become self-supporting, productive members of society.

We constantly try to act like
a good corporate citizen.
Our business may be selling
insurance,

But our concern is people.

ESI
LIFE & CASUALTY

Our concern is people.

In his speech at the first meeting of the James Lippincott Goodwin Fellows in September 1965, former vice-president of the College, Dr. Albert E. Holland, gave suggestions for the future of the
organization including the projection of a program planned and produced by the students.
Without funds, the idea, no matter how appealing, seemed distant.
Yet within months, individual Fellows, through personal connections,
produced events including a concert of electric music, a sampling
of the print collection of Eton W. Hall, showings by the New American Cinema, and an exhibition of original plans and plaster casts
from the Trinity College Chapel. Directed at the community was an
exhibition of 100 formerly private drawings, watercolors, and oils
by the foremost German satirist, George Grosz, a selection of 140
etchings, drypoints, and aquatints by the outstanding American artist
Philip Kappel. •
The academic year 1966-67 brought an extension of the Fellows'
program into a full range of the arts. Experimental films by Kubelka
and Brakhage were shown. Noted poet John Logan read his poetry
in the Gallery, and John and Kenneth Wentworth performed "Piano
for Four Hands," surrounded.by an "Environment" designed by Frederick C. Endrlch. A M l exhibition of Mr. Endrich's work followed.
Famous ballet performer and instructor Andre Eglevsky gave a
lecture-recital. World-famous composer Virgil Thompson lectured
on opera and became the first Honorary Goodwin Fellow. The Fellows sponsored a lecture by America's foremost architectural historian, Henry-Russel Hitchcock on William Burges, architect of
Trinity's "Longwalk" buildings. At the same time, the show of original plans was held, and one of the classrooms in the building is
being restored by the Fellows as an example for restoration by the
College.
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Eight prints, including works by Chagall and Braque, were added
to the College collection. The Fellows also made contributions to
CRIA for the restoration of flood-damaged Florentine art. Fellows
funds helped make possible a new graphics press. In an effort to
add to the curriculum at Trinity, the group instituted a film-makers'
workshop under the tutelage of professional film editor P. Adams
Sitney.
.
While honoring the personal contributions of undergraduates in all the
arts, and performing most of the functional duties in the new Austin
Arts Center, the Fellows have doubled the Arts offering at the College.
However much hoped for, the actual choice of topic and initial impetus came from Michael Conforti, Goodwin •Fellow, '68, The idea
as he explains it seems to be the result of the original idea for a
festival, Professor Taylor's Gothic architecture course and a program at Wesleyan University.
:
After meeting and discussing the possibilities with the faculty members, the idea began to take shape in terms of lectures and exhibits.
Even so there was an estimated financial burden of eight or nine thousand dollars.
Originally twenty-five invitations were extended. The art exhibit
was the most difficult part to coordinate. Here Conforti and Mitchel
Pappas worked together to get loans from the Wadsworth Antheneum,
Springfield College, Smith College,. Amherst College, the Trinity
College Collection, and the Watkinson Library. Represented also are

"As part of his
own quest for
the Grail,
Hastings made a
'rigorous field
trip to Arthur
Country' this
summer."

selections from the private collections of Dr. Charles Morgan, Amherst and Dr. Valentine Giamatti, South Hadley.
This exhibition consists in part of forty-two photopanels of German
medieval sculpture. The photographs and selections were done, by
Dr. Harald Busch of Franfurt-am-Maine, formerly director of the
Hamburg Kunsthalle and an authority on German medieval art. The
exhibition has been lent by Syracuse University.
The photographs present a pageant of medieval character beginning
with a dramatic head of Christ to late Gothic Madonnas and portraits.
:
The program itself starts when Dr. Giles Constable, Professor
of Medieval History at Harvard University, delivers the Mead Lecture
in History today in Krieble Auditorium. The subject of his lecture
is "The Medieval Attitude Toward Self-inflicted Physical Suffering."
Constable is the author of "Monastic Tithes from Their Origins to
the Twelfth Century" (1964), and has recently completed editing a volume of the letters of Peter the Venerable. Constable also has made
vital, contributions to the study of the Cistercian and Cluniac monks.
Constable studied at Harvard, receiving the A. B. degree in 1950 and
the Ph. D. degree in 1957. Constable is Associate Editor of "Speculum" and advisor to the Journal of Ecclesiastical History, as well as
a ! member of the Medieval Academy of America and a Fellow of the
Royal Historical Society of London.
The central art exhibit in the Widener Galllery - Medieval Treasures corresponds to Dr. Marvin Eisenberg's lecture on the technique of
wood panel painting, in the Goodwin Theater, today.
Dr., Eisenberg who received his bachelor of arts, from the University, of Pennsylvania and his master of fine arts from Princeton comes
to Trinity from the University of Michigan.
: Pertaining to his field of research-.-late medieval and Renaissance
painting to-Italy--Prolessor Eisenberg has published artciles in various, professional journals. At present he is preparing a monograph
on the Florentine painter Lorenzo Monaco. In 1959 Professor Eisenberg received a Guggenheim Fellowship and in 1961 was decorated
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• compiled and
edited by
Dean Walker and
Elric Endersby

"By the Italian government with the Star of Solidarity for service to
Italian culture.
.
Thomas P. F. Hoving will uncover another aspect of the medieval
period at 8:15, Wednesday, in the theater. His topic, "Anti-Semitism
in 12th Century English Art" is the result of research into the history of the Bury St. Edmunds Cross.
As curator of the Cloisters, the Metropolitan's storehouse of medieval
art in Upper Manhattan, Hoving was constantly in search of acquisitions. In 1961, on one of his trips to Europe, he was contacted by
a wealthy collector named Ante Topic-Mimara who had bought up a
vast quantity of magnificent pieces during the confusion immediately
following the Second World War. Topic-Mimara snowed Hoving an
ivory cross. The price: $500,000.
. Forbidden to take pictures, Hoving spent days studying the piece.
Since the .cross was unlike any other known to exist, it was imperative that there was no chance of forgery. At last Hoving was convinced, and completed the purchase of one of the most outstanding
objects bought in the Twentieth Century.
As a scholar, the job had only begun. The following account of
his research is an excerpt from an article by John McPhee, copyright
1967, THE NEW YORKER! Incorporated :
Hoving attempted to find where and when the cross was made. It
had no recorded history. Nothing whatever was known about it except that it had been in the collection ofAnte Topic-Mimara. In
New York and in Princeton, Hoving went through hundreds of photographs of Romanesque English art, looking at every kind of work —
stone carvings, illustrated manuscripts, metalwork, cathedral facades, ivory. When he had looked at everything, he found that he had
set aside seven photographs in which were figures that had struck him
as having stylistic similarities to the figures on the cross. Two of
the photographs were of objects of unestablished origin. The five
others were all of things that had been made in or near the Suffolk
village of Bury St. Edmunds'. Hoving deciphered the sixty-three Greek
and Latin inscriptions on the cross. Sixty-three seemed to him to be
an inordinate number for anyone to put on a two-foot piece — a very
literary and English thing to do. Although the inscriptions were a r ranged in flowingly graceful patterns, written communication was obviously an even more important element in the intent of the maker.
So Hoving put all the inscriptions together and read them as a literary
whole. The message that emerged was powerfully anti-Semitic, condemning the Jews' for killing the Savior whose existence their own
prophets had foreseen and proclaimed. Hoving then searched through
the Patrologia Latina — which includes two hundred and eighty-two
volumes — for anti-Jewish writings and disputations, particularly
in medieval England. In a typical disputation, a Christian would speak
and then a Jew would answer. "I found that these disputations were
learned and friendly until the middle, of the twelfth century, but after
that the Christian had all the lines," Hoving says. "The Jew would
answer back with stupidities. This was fraudulence, McCarthyism,
on the part of the writers. A wave of anti-Semitism had obviously
arisen at the time. Of the inscriptions on the cross, with all their
linguistic irregularities, I found twenty-two in the Patrologia Latina,"
Hoving then went to England and worked in the Courtauld Institute
of the University of London. The evidence he assembled, both stylistic
and historical, continued to point to Bury St. Edmunds. He learned
that on June 10, 1181, a young boy of Bury St. Edmunds was murdered
supposedly by crucifixion, and that the death was blamed on Jews.'
He learned that a monk named Samson was elected abbot of the
Benedictine monastery of Bury St. Edmunds in 1182, that Samson
was a particularly vehement leader of anti-Semitic campaigns and
""-*.
that fifty-seven Jews were killed in a riot, of unexplained origin
•in' 1190,
in Bury St. Edmunds. Hoving went to Bury St. Edmunds
where almost nothing is left of the abbey, and stood on Samson's
grave.
At Cambridge University, nearby, he went to Pembroke
College, whose library houses many volumes of twelfth-century
Bury St. iiclmunds manuscripts, bound jn deerskin. At random he
removed a volume marked M-72 from its shelf. It was the Gospel
of Mark, and it had been copied in the decade 1140-50. At some
later date, another hand had written an annotation below the words
"Rex Iudeorum."
"Rex Confessorum," the annotation said, with
a further note that this change in language was occasioned by "the
perfidiousness
of the Jews.
_,,
.
Reflecting on that moment, Hoving says
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MESSE NOTRE DAME 1364 for four voices and instruments.
The program takes place at 8:15 Friday evening in the Goodwin
Theatre.
On Saturday, December 2, three of the Wakefield Mystery Plays
will be produced in the Goodwin Theater. The series consists of
readings of,"The'.Killing of Abel," and "Noah," and a full perform..ance of ".The Second Shepherd's Play" directed by William Bartman
'68, whose enthusiasm has been responsible for the success of several
past student productions.
. . . ' ' _
The particular cycle, of plays was first'played in Wakefield, Yorkshire in the middle of the fifteenth century, and over a three-day period included thirty-two plays. The probable time of year has been
established as Corpus Christ! Week, beginning the Thursday following Trinity Sunday. Though sponsored by various trade guilds in
the town, the players themselves would be members of the religious
guild which organized and produced the play. Altogether there were
about a hundred in the cast; the main characters would be played
by the same actors throughout the cycle.
, "The Killing of Abel" follows the first play of the cycle. "The
Creation," perhaps emphasizing the sharpness of man's fall. ,Cain
is the unredeemable blasphemer: he strikes his servant, slays his
brother, and curses God.
"
"Noah," the third playof the cycle was often one of the most popular.'
Not only was Noah required to construct his ark on stage during forty
lines of dialogue,. but the play itself barely follows the Biblical story.
One of Noah's problems is his wife, who, refusing to believe that the
rain will become a flood, sits spinning on her hill and is reluctant to
enter the ark.
"The Second Shepherd^s Play" was the first performance on the
second day of plays. It can be divided very unevenly into two sections:
the first, the highly secular tale of Mak's sheep stealing: and the attempts of his wife to disguise.the sheep as a new born child in a cradle.
The second section follows immediately from this with the appearance
of the angel announcing the birth of Christ, and the homage of the
shepherds to Mary and the Child.
A selection of medieval manuscripts in the Widener Gallery of the
Austin Arts Center parallels the Lecture in the Goodwin Theater, Sunday at 8:15 on the medieval illuminated manuscript to be given by Dr.
Harry Bober of New York University.
The Avalon Professor of Humanities at N.Y.U. received a B.A, from
City College in New York in 1938, an M.A, from New York University
in 1940 and a Ph.D. from the same institution in 1949. He taught at
the City College, Queens College, Smith College and Harvard University.
He was an honorary Fellow of the Warburg Institute of the University
of London, a Corresponding Fellow of the German Archaeological Trust
of Berlin and a member of the Medieval Academy of America. His
latest book, "Homage to a Book Man"- is about to be published.
Dr. J. Bard McNulty, who will give a reading from The Canterbury
Tales, Monday at 4:00 in the Widener Gallery, says "Chaucer is not only
the greatest English' medieval- literary artist, but one of the greatest
ever." McNulty, chairman of the College English department, will read
in the original' Middle English, as he does in his Chaucer classes.
According to McNulty, Chaucer uses many typically medieval devices, as well as being chronologically medieval.. This is shown by
his use of the frame story, abroad plot including many individual stories,
a form also used in Boccaccio and the Arabian Nights. As McNulty puts
it, "Chaucer's use of a frame story is not original, although he probably
does it better than anybody else." McNultypoints out that while Chaucer
also follows medieval tradition in setting the story in the spring, "He
does it so well that it's difficult to believe that it's only convention."
McNulty became interested in Chaucer in graduate school, because
he was a "fascinating character." He describes Chaucer as an "innovator, the first to use the heroic couplet, the first really effective l
dialogue in dialect, and the first to practice tragicomedy."
McNulty says of Chaucer's relevance to the Medieval Mind, "Chaucer's

stories are mostly just that, stories. A lot of the interest comes from
personality and incident. Incidentally, you get various medieval views
of marriage and the Church. He doesn't usually write the story to make
a point. His strength lies in dialogue and dramatic incident."
McNulty hopes to choose the tales that are most representative of
Chaucer and fairly easy for the modern audience to understand. He
will attempt to tie them in with each other and the rest of the symposium.
An interesting coincidence" is thai the anti-Semitic abbot at Bury St.
Edmunds already mentioned in the New Yorker excerpt is possibly the
abbot whom Chaucer mocked in his Prioress's Tale from his false piety
over a murder.
A Spanish mystery play, "TheMysteryof Elche," dating from the fourteenth century — will be presented bythe Columbia Players on Monday,
December 4, at 8:15 in the Chapel.
Like the cycle plays in medieval England, this play deals with an
essential mystery in the dogma of the church; in this case, it is theassumption of the Virgin Mary. "The Mystery's story is simple and
easily followed. Its action makes visible, as its music makes emotionally moving, the last episodes in the life of the Virgin and, following her
death and burial, her assumption into Heaven." The characters have
been taken from the Bible, but the playwright has changed the action in
order to make it more appealing to the audience. Because of this, the
characters in the play seem much more believable than their Biblical
counterparts. The plot centers aroundMary's wish for death so that she
can rejoin, her son. God sends down his angel to announce her death and
her forthcoming entrance into Heaven. Her final wish is to see all
her friends, the Apostles. As each of the Apostles arrives, it is
possible to see how they are characterized; thus we see an angry
Peter and a doubting Thomas, the last Apostle to arrive. Mary dies,
and the funeral procession begins. During the journey to the grave, a
group of unbelievers try to molest the bier, but they are struck with
palsy. As a result of this miracle, they are converted and the procession continues to the tomb, This is the site for the final miracle.
God does not want to separate the soul from Mary's body, so he commands that her body accompany her soul to Heaven. The play concludes as Mary is being crowned the Queen of Heaven.
The most remarkable thing about the play is the music. It combines
elements of popular hymns, plainsong, folksongs, and even flamenco
music. Renaissance and baroque elements were also incorporated when
the text was still unwritten. These elements are especially prominent
in the instrumental music. Dr. Henry Wells has commented that,
"While the drama illustrates the origins of the theatre in ritual and
folk art, the score, with a marked hospitality to eclecticism, ts a
resume of many of the chief features of Western mysic itself."
The festival concludes with the French Art Theatre's production of
"La Farce de Maitre Pafhelin"
at 8:15 Friday in the Goodwin
Theater. The play is considered the comic masterpiece of the Middle
Ages. Though ascribed to Francois Villon, Clement Marot, Guillaume
Alecis and others, the author is unknown and none of the ascriptions
can be proved. Though uncertain, the date of composition can be placed
between 1464 and 1469.
French farce differed from the other theatrical forms of the fifteenth
century — Moralites and Soties — in that it had no intention of edifying
its public. Laughter was its only goal. It depicted in a quite realistic
way people of humble background. Its tone and language were direct,
malicious, often vulgar. "Pathelin," however, is far superior to the
other farces of the period in its comic verve, supple dialogue and true
to life character portraits. All the action of the play takes place as
in the medieval theatre in a simultaneous setting,
;
The French Art Theatre, founded inNew York in 1953 by Madame Eve
Daniel has presented (in French) classical and modern plays, poetry
readings and play recitals.
•
: ;
The Fellows and everyone connected with this project hops that
through the glimpses into the musical, artistic, literary and religious
expressions of the Medieval Age an intellectual response will be stim- .
ulated. Though the offerings, no matter how profound, can only be
tangential to medieval study, it is hoped the final result will go beyond
entertainment to enlighten and to encourage further interest..
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Foa Explains Transport in Tubes
Reveals New R.P.I. Investigations
by Mike Trigg

The Great Profile vs. Billie Burke: "How extraordinary it
is that one can make a living by puking.' 1 - John Barrymore on
Acting. BILL OF DIVORCEMENT, McCook Auditorium, Sunday,
8 p.m.

Football. . .
(Continued from Page 7)
connected on 72 of 115 attempts
for 898 yards. His favorite receiver, Ron Martin, grabbed 54
for 738 yards to finish second
by one in New England for receptions but first in total yard,age. Roberts and sophomore John
Warmbold also made key targets
when Martin got extra coverage.
The offensive line deserves partial credit for springing the Hilltopper backs. A bigquestionmark
at the outset of the season, they
finally overcame their inexperience. Chief mention must go to
lethal Luke Terry and bruiser
Bill Melcher for consistent, savage play.
No team can be sure of victory
unless they can count on a strong
defense. Composed, of nine juniors and sophomores, it gelled
at Bates after a shaky start at
Williams. Cancelllere, Steve Hopkins, Tom Duncan, and Haldy Gifford should form the core of an
even tougher defense next year.
As
impressive as. the per-

sonnel might have been, Miller was
really responsible for the success
of the team. One could sense
that extra drive in each player as
early as the Yale scrimmage before the season was initiated. An
unusual amount of injuries plagued
the Hilltoppers all year, but
Miller's keen sense for detail made
his bench a coordinated and explosive second test.
A fitting ephithet for 1967 can
be found in Miller's words before opening day: "The only difference between us and Alabama is
intensity."

Asserting that ground transportation speeds competitive with
those of air travel are technologically feasible; Dr. Joseph V.
Foa'of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute explained tubular transportation systems, a new mode of
travel,
Wednesday in McCook
Auditorium. The professor of
Aeronautical Engineering spoke to
the Hartford Section of the American Society of
Mechanical
Engineers on "Flight Transport
In Tubes."
The former head of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory said
that mass transportation is now
feasible on the ground. He explained that the Federal Department
of Transportation has given RPI
a grant to study tubular modes
of travel.
Foa revealed that the project
includes the improvement of existing methods of travel and the
development of new methods.
His tube flight system is designed for inter-city travel of distances
greater than 25 miles. In order

to make the whole concept foot and Foa and his associates
workable, the minimum speed of have witnessed how the tube systube flights would have to be in tem provides the guidance and
excess of 300 m.p.li. The system the control for the momentum and
that RPI is now studying provides the support of the vehicle. Foa
for an enclosed guideway system said the vehicle is free to till
which provides protection from the while in the tube, for riding a
bank or a curve.
outside environment.
It would involve 20-foot diameter
Because the motion of the vehicle
tubes with vehicles 12 feet in at such high speeds causes mass
diameter traveling on air cushions displacements of air, great power
of support, the speaker explained. is needed to overcome the friction1
All of the experimental systems of these air masses, necessitating
now developed have external modes a minimum speed of 300 m.p.li,
of propulsion; two such modes aro to impart the kinetic energy needthe propeller type and the rotor ed to keep the vehicle moving,
that has openings in it which cause Safety, reliability, speed, operit to spin as air is passed through ating frequency, guideway cost,
it. The latter type, the more ef- .and operating costs, according to
ficient of the two according to the engineer, are the prime conFoa, is similar to a turbine-fan siderations in the development of
apparatus.
any such system.
At present, Foa said, there is
In closing, Foa said that the
at RPI a 2000-foot length tube in public would accept this form of
which is run. a 12-foot vehicle. transportation because it is fast,
The tube has a diameter of' one clean, and convenient,

Final Statistics
Trinity

Opponents

14G
1944

First Downs
Net Yards, Hushing
141S
Net Yards, Passing
3357
Total Net Offense
419.G
Avg. Offense Per Game
175/104
Passes attempted/completed
18
Passes intercepted by
42/32.' 0 . No. Punts/average yardage
7
Fumbles Lost
418
Yards Penalized

121

1031
.1145
2176
272.0
171/88
8

42/34.8
9
253

1. What's a math major doing with
"The Complete Guido to the
Pruning of the Breadfruit Tree"?
It was a terrific buy.

2. That's what you said about the
spelunking outfit you bought
last week.
• . • Listen—that was
inarked down 50%.

you
straight from the bottle?
If you're on a blanket party
or something, carrying along a
glass is pretty clumsy. But
when it's convenient, we think
it's • a • shame not to use one.
Keeping Budweiser
inside the bottle or
can is missing half
the fun.
Those tiny bubbles
getting organized at the
top of your glass have a lotto do with taste and aroma.
Most beers have carbonation
pumped in mechanically. Not
Budweiser. We go to a barrel

of trouble and expense to let
Budweiser create its own bubbles with the natural carbonation of Beechwood Ageing, So
you really can't blame us for
wanting you to get it at its
best, can you?
Just for fun, pour your
next four or five bottles of Bud« into a
glass. If you don't
agree that the extra
taste, clarity and
aroma make a big difference,
go back to the bottle.
We won't say another word.

BudweiserJ

4. No wonder you're always broke.
But look at the buys I getl

5. If you want a good buy, why don't
you look into Living Insurance from
Equitable? At our age the cost is
low, and you get solid protection <
now that continues to cover your family
later when you get married. Plus
a nice nest egg when you retire.
I'll take twol

...best reason in the world to drink beer
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS . NEWARK • LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON

V
3. And the condor eggs?
: Could you refuse 2 dozen
for the price of one?

'

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office, 1485 Ave. of the.Americas, New York, N.V. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

©Equitable 1967 .
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B-Ball Openers Here This Weekend
can pepper the hoop from in close
or outside. If his knee holds up,
the
6'3" forward should do a
This weekend the Bantam fans trick on some of the bigger, slower
will get their first look at the wings.
1967-68 edition of Trinity basketThe other forecourt starter,
ball as Bowdoin invades the HillEquipment manager Frank Marby Ric Hendee and Judd Freeman
, top cage at 8:15 Friday and Mid- sophomore Pete DePrez, should
chese hasn't yet considered patchL dlebury stumbles in for a Satur- bolster the offense as he tries
ing the holes in the varsity jerto replace the second highest
r day match.
November 18th, 4:47 p.m. - the sey and soggy confetti lies nescorer in Bantam history, Don Bantam gridiron club has just glected everywhere around Jessee
j
Coach Robie Shults is uncertain Overbeck. The 6-2 1/2" forward
Pond.
about the upcoming schedule but averaged well over 20 points for whalloped Weselyan, 32-14, to seal
an exciting but bloody fall season,
Almost immediately Vernon
feels the Hilltoppers will be rarely the freshmen last winter.
Coach Don Miller's first, with Street began its warm and boisout of a game in their efforts
In the backcourt, Shults will pro- a 6-1-1 win-loss record.
torous pop top salute - a yearly
to avenge several tough losses bably start Ted Zillmer and Jack
of last year.
Godfrey until Elkin proves he is
Both
Bowdoin (97-91) and ready to go. Backing this trio
Middlebury (85-80,. overtime) fell will be competent reserves Peter
Clark, Glen Gamber, and possibly
against Trinity a year ago.
Joe Maryeski.
The Blue and Gold have appeared
Zillmer, now a senior, has had
somewhat erratic in their two p r e some
very good nights for the Banseason scrimmages against sacred Heart of Bridgeport and East- tams in previous years. The 6'1"
ern Connecticut. At times they guard is primarily noted for
seemed ready to blow the opponents his hustle and steady play.
Godfrey, only a junior, always
off the court while in other periods, errors spoiled their perfor- keeps the pressure on the opponent.
Once he is able to overcome a
mance.
tendency toward erratic play, the
backliner could really
Shults lists two primary factors 6'1"
that should improve the Bantam make the team go.
play. The field house floor has
Clark has as good a shot as
"been down longer than in recent
on the team. If Shults
memory, giving the team a chance any
to get in shape. _The now defunct needs a few points in a hurry,
{ Alumni Hall once served as pre- it is very likely Clark will get
season home court and forced the the nod since his patented jumper
squad to use the first few games from the outside is deadly.
as conditioners.
Shults does not forsee any proSecond, Shults believes this team blems with the over-all lack of
has more depth. A deep squad height because most teams in the
should be a big help in the close league will be pretty small.
contests.
Another plus Is the unselfish atOn the minus side, the coach . titude of the players. Last year
sees two detrimental elements they always looked to Overbeck or
which could damage the team's Mike Hickey for the hoops, but
efforts. Sam Elkin, a fiery guard this season the depth should make
who can handle the ball, has been the squad tougher to beat.
'THE BIRD" Miller's soph quarterback, Jay Bernardoni.
|tled up in soccer. Until he is ready
(Sample Photo)
to play up to his ability, the back
tribute
to the football team, by the
court might be a question mark.
football team - which was to last
The other dilemma Involves the
well into Sunday.
knees of Captain Bob Gutzman and
But deep in the hidden caverns
Larry DuPont. Both have been
of mysterious Trowbridge Buildbothered by bad hinges which could
ing, energetic Don Miller was algo at any moment.
ready at work with potential Trin
* In the forecourt, Shults is exFaced with the prospect of freshman basketball player we've line-men: interviewing, explaining, planning. High school heroes
pected to start Jim Stuhlman, a Trinity Freshman basketball had in eleven years."
In addition to Nussbaum, five stood in line outside the Sports
sophomore Peter DePrez, and team "quite a bit bigger than
|Gutzman. But three others will any yearling squad in the past," other freshmen worked with Coach Room, waiting to see "the MAN."
It might be difficult for Miller
see a lot of action—sophomore Varsity Coach Robie Shults has Shults and the varsity before frosh
Gene Newell, senior Jim Payne, had to continually remind the practice formally started. These to garner a more awesome freshfrosh of the new anti-dunking rule. freshmen, who appear to have the man squad than the '67 contingent
and junior DuPont.
Stuhlman is widely known fo"r his Coach Shults, who handled the Inside track for the starting pos- (5-0, first undefeated team since
rugged, often savage, play under freshmen until Joe Wilson could itions are, Ron Cretaro, Pekin, 1952) but it's a good bet that,'
the boards. Only 6'4", he makes' take over after the football, sea- Illinois; Howie Greenblatt, Hart- by next September, he'll have some
up for his lack of height by sheer son, describes Ron Nussbaum, the ford; Ted Peterson, Quaker Hill, of this year's finest high school
biggest Baby Bantam (6'7", Des Connecticut; Tom Sasali, Windsor talent fired to try.
•: determination.
Connecticut; and JlmWolBetween interviews, though, the
Gutzman is a quick forward who Moines, Iowa) as "the tallest Locks,
cbtt, Cranston, Rhode Island.
Coaches Wilson and Shults have
been working on a fast-breaking offense and a tough man for man
defense in preparation for Saturday's home opener against Kingswood at 6:30. The toughest teams
Wilson's twelve-man squad will
face appear to be Yale, Amherst,
and Coast Guard, whose frosh have
been beating the varsity.
'
Shults added, however: "I would
say that this team will definitely
win more than they will lose; I've
been very impressed."
by Judd Freeman

Pigskin Reminiscence

Junior Dribblers to Open
Against Kingswood Here

Steele. • •

•

(Continued on Page 6) .

.

(Continued from Page 3)
*
been meant "to be built on the
emptiness that the Arabs had fled,"
even though this later happened.
Considering the world political
area, Steele emphasized the need
for ' effective impartial outside
mediation
to attain even a
semblance of stability and peace.
Because "Israel obviously wants
peace on its. own terms," while
the- Arabs claim their own heritage he felt that no indigenous
solution would prove workably
possiblG. Kessler, on the other
hand,, would let the war take its
course, and permit a "human confrontation" of Arab and Israeli
TO YOU soph Al Gibby netted, two against Army. to work out their own settlement.
(Sample Photo)

TRIPOD was fortunate enough to
borrow Mr. Miller for his impressions on the dead season which
saw Trinity finish as the third
ranked small college in New England, behind Northeastern (which is
not so small) and Williams:
"These boys really did ajobthis
year as they played closer to their
potential
than any team I've
coached. We had great leadership in Captain Larry Roberts who
played model ball all season. I'm
sure going to miss those fifteen
seniors who all helped tremendously in making my first year a
big success."
By any yardstick this squad was
clearly superior to just about every
team it encountered. Only a missed
assignment on a fourth down pass
permitted Williams to tie the Bantams in the opener, 13-13.
From that contest to the Amherst disaster, Trinity won five in
a row. At Amherst, however, the
roof caved in as the Trinity 11
literally gave the game to an inferior Lord Jeff contingent, 24-25.
But against Wesleyan the Bantams
atoned for their lone loss by rifling the huge Wesmen 32-14.
Individually, several men had
outstanding performances, Kim
Miles, MikeCancelliere, Ron Martin, and Tom Duncan were all
named to a weekly E.C.A.C. allstar squad during the course of
the fall for stellar jobs.
Miller emphasized the running
game as the key to the explosive
Bantam offense which averaged 420
yards a game, 243 of it on the
ground.
Roberts, the tailback,
accounted for 615 yards on only
113 efforts while the speedy Miles
ruined the opponents with his rollouts for a. cool 525 yards in 73
attempts.
''
Although primarily blocking
backs, sophomores Dick Harvey
and Jim Tully advanced the pigskin 559 yards in 119 charges.
These impressive figures kept the
Bantams among the leaders in the
country for small colleges in the
team rushing department. •
As everyone knows, however, a
good running attack .can. set up a
potent aerial barrage. Coming.off
the bench in the middle of the
season to replace an injured Kim
Miles, sophomore Jay Bernardoni

"EXCUSE, PLEASE" soph Marty Williams was downed oniy
momentarily in the Army mini-war. His sharp game and zippy
defense helped cement Trin as one of the nation s top eight
teams,
< Hatch p h o t o )
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LIU Slides Past Dathmen, 3-1
Center Gets 19th, Last, Goal
by Ric Hendee
Why is it that Trinity's major
football problem this fall was getting the ball over the goal post
while the soccer team was plagued
with difficulties in shoving it
under?
A barrage of Bantam shots peppered the area around Long Island University's captain and
.Jathmen won the coin toss and'
elected to receive LIU's 14-1-1

A SUPERB EFFORT all season by ball-handler Abie Haji.
(Hendee Photo)

goalie Mickey Cohen Saturday, but
it took only thirteen well-executed
shots on the Trinity goal to put
the New York team in the semifinal round of the NCAA tournament with a 3-1 score.
Junior Trin goalie, Bob Loeb,
was excellent in holding back the
foreign attack which included the
All-American
forward
from
Russia, Dov Markus.
It was the precise Blackbird
passing that halted Bantam Coach
Roy Dath's third drive toward the
finals in four years. Each time
Trin has devastated its
first
round opponent and then fallen victim in the quarters.* Five out
of six play-off matches have been
staged on the Trin meadow,
LIU, who dropped last year's
final round to San Francisco, 5-2,
in Berkeley, Calif., will face Michigan State in the semi-final round
Thursday in St. Louis, Mo. MSU
stopped Akron University, 3-1,
last week to gain their tournament ticket.
Also this Thursday, Conn-ETV,Channel 24 will broadcast a tape
of the LIU-Trin.contest at 9.-00
p.m. LIU is favored to win the
replay. .
After revenging losses to Army
In two previous
tournament
matches, 6-4, last Tuesday, the

NET
TENDER
between saves.

Bob

Loeb,

squad in Hartford. The opponent's
roster read like a United Nations
roll call with only two Americans on a 23-member squad.
Winner of the Metropolitan Conference for the fourth straight
year, LIU is highlighted by Most
Valuable Player in the '66 tournament, Reinhold Jabusch, Germany;
goalie-captain Michael Cohen,
Brooklyn, who has staged ten shutouts in 15 games; and previously
mentioned All-American Markus.
Ironically the always-muddy
Trinity Field hampered the Bantams Saturday as much as their
opponent. Captain Mike Center and
Abdillahi Haji were both stalled
on offensive break-aways when the
ball stuck in the south goal quagmire short of goalie Cohen.
Both goalies, in following the
dribble-step rule for possession
of the ball, were forced to mimic
the requirement by setting the ball
down in the mud after each successive step.
The 2,5000 spectators spent
most of the afternoon on their feet
as pressure wouldn't die. Even
in the fourth quarter with the
Bantams trailing by two, LIU was
constantly put on the defensive
as captain Mike Center, Peter
Wiles, Abdillahi Haji,. Sam Elkin and Alan Gibby fired shot after
shot on Cohen. The Bantams took
five corner,kicks to zero for LIU.
Leite again, only ten minutes after
the. New Yorkers had first registered, on the Scoreboard. After
evading the secondary, Markus
drilled a pass tc Leite who bypassed charging goalie Loeb.

CAPTAIN STUMP, Mike Center
recently retired after a 19-goal
season.

Brillant Trinity continued to
pressure Cohen. In all, 15 shots
just missed the goal while Cohen
was forced to save 15.
Dath only used 13 players in
the first injury-less contest of the
season
(Roger Richard was
knocked out, and off the roster in
Tuesday's rough Army battle). But
the game was far from clean as
LIU often seemed to forget this
was American, not more physical
European, soccer.
The fourth quarter was saturated
with penalities as the two-up opponent went on a time-stalling defensive tact. LIU slowed action
by illegally grabbing the ball and
slamming it out of bounds.
Nevertheless,
at the final
whistle, it was several minutes before a well-entertained Hartford
crowd ceased applauding both
teams' efforts.
In calling the team "the best
I've coached," 103-game winner
Roy Dath cited goalie Cohen as
LIU's most impressive player.
He -called Trinity's NCAA play
"just like regular season ball:
a regular team effort" and noted
the leadership of seniors Center
and defensive back Alan Cries inger, and of international sophomores Marty Williams and Haji,
Finishing his 16th year on the
Hill, Dath considered the LIU
match Trinity's finest effort but
noted the more successful offense
in the Army game and the costly
"mis-hits" that were crucial in
Saturday's defeat.
In the tournament opener
on Tuesday, Center electrified the
campus by stealing the skin one
minute after the face-off and
charging in alone for Trinity's
first digit.
Only 44 seconds later Gibby deflected a scrambled ball from a
mix-up before the Army net and
Trinity led, 2-0.
Then Sam Elkin, after missingon a penalty shot, slammed one in
on the right side. Two other
close misses were recorded by'
the leaders before the first quarter ended.
Governor John Qempsey, in the
stands, and President Albert Jacobs, watching from his. car, were
pleased with the aggressive Blueand-Gold revenge and Dempsey,
in jest, even made efforts toward
getting in the action himself.
Meanwhile the surfeited stands
amused themselves by creating
ditties about West Point like " Army
recruits" and "Draft 'em,"
After the West Pointers flexed
with two quick
goals midway
through the second period, Gibby
reassured the stands with an open
net tally to keep Trinity two points
ahead,
Army's Bob Behncke scored
twice while Mike Palone, the
coach's son, and Mat F.leumer,
the Cadet high scorer, each rallied
once.
In the third quarter Center sliced
a perfect penalty kick into the upper
right corner and Peter Wiles, on
a Gibby assist, cemented the afternoon 10 minutes later; Trinity
6-Army 4.
Behncke took, his two points in

"HEADING TOWARDS
battles the Army.

VICTORY" Sam

the second half, the former on a
free kick, Trinity took 7 corner
kicks while West Point tried 8.
Immediately after the match
Coach Joe Palone was caught in
the middle of a Trin celebration
as he offerred his luck for the
rest of the tournament and countered the rumor that he had said
after the Wesleyan fiasco, "We'll
clobber
Trin
by at least
eight goals."
The victory cancelled memories'
Of second round losses to Army
in '65 (3-1) and '64 (6-1). Army
finished its season with a 10-2
record.
After the Tuesday victory Dath,
proud of his entire squad, promised
" no changes" before the LIU battle
and complimented the play of Haji
("He sure can use those feet")
/and Sam Elkin, "You are nowhere
without someone to set up the play,
Elkin did just that, setting up two
of three goals as well as scoring
one,"
The Bant offense took about 35
shots to Army's 20,
Both Marty Williams and Roger
Richard were knocked unconscious
in,the minor war, Wales'Williams
quickly recovering to stay in the
line-up.
"I felt very close to this team.
They had the team effort to produce big wins, their spirit never
let up," Dath said Sunday night.
Yesterday Dath showed up for
squash. Sam Elkin hurried to the
basketball courts and the soccer
quagmire was abandoned to the
savage winter blasts of Connecticut.

A Trinity-dominated first quarter brought prolonged applause
from the. Chapel-slope as Hartford watched some of the nation's
finest scoreless soccer.
Only 26 seconds later . Center
smashed a pass from Haji high into
the net from 22 yards out, giving the forward center his 19th
goal.
Playing not only coordinated
team soccer but sparkling individual ball (again Haji, with his Kenya-developed ball-handling antics,
had the confused opponent slopping
in the mud), the Hiiltoppers left
the field at half-time clearly the
dominating squad. The score remained 1-0.
But a flurry of perfectly executed LIU1, drives In the third
stanza finally cracked Trinity's
tight defense and LIU quickly
snatched the lead.
Loeb plunged from the net at
7:20 collecting a Paul Leite (Brazil) shot on a spectacular save but
couldn't hold the rebound and Markus notched it home.
Only 95 seconds later Leite
passed sophomore Tom Kaufmann
again and pushed a low shot by
Loeb to give.LIU the third quarter lead. Leite capitalized on a \
pass from outside left, Marcel
LeBec, France.
Griesinger can
can't speak his opponent' s Ian
The final tally was produced by SLIPPERY Al Griesinger
guage
but can certainlyy play his game.
game
Photo)

Assistant"

(Hatch Photo)

ON LOSING D battle in Hartford, the Army coaches.
(Hendee Pholo)

Miles.

(Continued from Page 1)
outstanding football record in his
junior and senior years. Miles
holds the second highest Trinity
record for total offense despite the
fact that injury sidelined him for
three games during the recent
season. He gained over 1000 v a r c i fc.
rushing this season and was thef'
team's leading scorer with 9 touchdowns.
Others who will receive the
Scholar-Athlete Award in New
York include Gary Deban, U.C.L.A,
quarterback; Robert Johnson, University of
Tennessee center;
Thomas Lawhorne, University °'
Georgia linebacker; William Eastman, Georgia Tech defensive back;
Steve Warren, North CarolinaState
tackle; Barry Furst, Ohio Wesleyan end; John Root, Stanford Uni-i
versity fullback; John Scovell,p
Texas Tech quarterback; Robert
Weber, Princeton back; Bohdan
Neswiacheny, U. S. Miltary Academy defensive back and captain;
Alan Bersin, Harvard offensive!,.
guard, and John McCarthy, Yale;

guard.

I

